#1KK2202
- Cut Resistant Aramid/Cotton Blend
- Double-Sided PVC Dots
- Ribbed Knit Wrist with Color-Coded Hem
- Seamless, Reversible Design
- ANSI Cut Level 2
- Assembled in the USA from >95% US Content

Sizes: S, M, L, X, J (2X)

#1KK2200
- Cut Resistant Aramid/Cotton Blend
- Ribbed Knit Wrist with Color-Coded Hem
- Seamless, Reversible Design
- Assembled in the USA from >95% US Content
- ANSI Cut Level 1

Sizes: S, M, L, J (2X)

#1BC5510USA
- 2-Ply Quilted Palm, Cotton Back
- Clute Cut Design with Straight Thumb
- Elastic Back Strap
- Gauntlet Cuff
- Rubberized Safety Cuff with Turtleneck
- Assembled in the USA

Size: L

#1BC0666USA
- 2-Ply Quilted Palm, Cotton Back
- Clute Cut Design with Straight Thumb
- Elastic Back Strap
- Gauntlet Cuff
- Rubberized Gauntlet Cuff with Turtleneck
- Assembled in the USA

Size: L

Aramid Blend Sleeves
- Yellow Aramid Blend Sleeve with Thumb Slot
- Assembled in the USA from >95% US Content

Size: One Size
#4KS0016TS - 16" Long
#4KS0022TS - 22" Long

#4KM0012
- 24 oz. Loop-In Terry with 100% Kevlar Hand Pad
- 10" Long with Closed Thumb
- Assembled in the USA from >95% US Content

Size: One Size

Terry Cloth Sleeves
- Terry Cloth Sleeve with Knit Wrist
- Assembled in the USA from >95% US Content Size: One Size
#4TS0025 - 15" Long, Natural
#4TS0020 - 20" Long, Natural
#4TS0018 - 18" Long, Gray

Special Order

www.bossgloves.com
800-447-4581
fb.com/BossGloves
@BossGloves
Over-The-Sock White PVC Knee Boot

- Cushioned Insole and molded shank
- Safety Lock Outer Sole
- Washable Nylon Lining
- Assembled in the USA

Sizes: 6-13 (whole sizes only)

Please note: PVC boots cannot be shipped to California.

#2pp1924 - 16" tall
#2pp1923 - 12" tall

#2KS2961
- Over-The-Sock Black Economy PVC Knee Boot
- Steel Toe with Cleated Outer Sole
- Washable Nylon Lining
- Assembled in the USA

Sizes: 8-14 (whole sizes only)

Over-The-Sock Black PVC Knee Boot

- 16" Over-The-Sock Black PVC Knee Boot
- Cushioned Insole
- Plain Toe
- Washable Nylon Lining
- Assembled in the USA

#2kp6453 - Plain Toe sizes: 6-13
#2ks6454 - Steel Toe sizes: 8-13

Black PVC Boots

- Steel toe with Cleated Outer Sole
- Washable Nylon Lining
- Assembled in the USA

#2ks2961
- Over-The-Sock Black Economy PVC Knee Boot
- Steel Toe with Cleated Outer Sole
- Washable Nylon Lining
- Assembled in the USA

Sizes: 8-14 (whole sizes only)

White PVC Boots

- Over-The-Sock White PVC Knee Boot
- Cushioned Insole and Molded Shank
- Safety Lock Outer Sole
- Washable Nylon Lining
- Assembled in the USA

Sizes: 6-13 (whole sizes only)

#2pp1924 - 16" Tall
#2pp1923 - 12" Tall

www.bossgloves.com                    800-447-4581
@bossgloves
FB.com/Bossgloves